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JIM CAMPBELL (USA) 

SCATTERED LIGHT 
 
Acclaimed media artist Jim Campbell will install his remarkable public art sculpture 
Scattered Light to show this February and March. By day, this incredible hybrid of art and 
science is an intriguing canopy of suspended white energy efficient light bulbs. When the 
sun goes down it brilliantly morphs into a large scale three-dimensional screen projecting the 
bustling energy of city life.  
 
Perth Festival Artistic Director Jonathan Holloway said: “In Scattered Light, Jim Campbell 
has made the ultimate electric canvas. It’s fundamentally an LED screen made massive. All 
the lights are LEDs and didn’t need to look like the old fashioned light bulb, but the poetry of 
the light bulb – symbolising ideas, illumination, invention, inspiration and timelessness – is 
utterly irresistible.”  
 
Jim Campbell is a San Francisco-based artist who uses his training in electrical engineering 
and mathematics to create ground breaking public art using light and electronics. The 16-
metre-wide and 6-metre-high 3D outdoor grid is positioned on a 30-square-metres footprint, 
and premiered in New York’s Madison Square Park (20110). Campbell is currently working 
on a large-scale public art commission for San Diego Airport.  
 
Like no other artist of his generation, internationally renowned media art pioneer Jim 
Campbell mixes technology, sculpture, cinema, and light into an art form uniquely his own 
ARTDAILY.ORG 
 
In line with Perth Festival’s sustainability policy, Scattered Light runs off half the power it 
takes to run a domestic toaster. Jim Campbell and his team created the work by sawing the 
tops off of 1,500 light bulbs and replaced the coils with energy efficient LEDs in a process 
that took weeks.  
 
Jim Campbell’s imaginative work invites you to explore the inspiring mix of science and 
poetry up close and from afar to discover the sculpture as a cinematic experience that will 
set you aglow. Scattered Light will transform our iconic park into a living cultural laboratory 
for all ages and is an outdoor sensory spectacle that is not to be missed.  
 
Campbell has updated the constellations. No longer do we have to project mythic figures on 
the night sky. He connects the dots for us, unearthing a poetics submerged in technology 
where no one had noticed it before SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE  
 
SCATTERED LIGHT 
WHEN: Thursday 7 February – Saturday 2 March, daily  
WHERE: Fraser Avenue, Kings Park. Daily, lights on from 7.30pm to midnight 
FREE EVENT 
 
FESTIVAL INFO: 6488 5555 – perthfestival.com.au 
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For further information, interviews or images please contact: 

WA MEDIA: Andjelka Jankovic  NATIONAL MEDIA: Miranda Brown    

+61 8 6488 8637 / 0439 382 733  +61 3 9419 0931 / 0411 568 781  

ajankovic@perthfestival.com.au            miranda@mbpublicity.com.au 

  

Perth International Arts Festival 

Founded in 1953 by The University of Western Australia, the Perth International Arts Festival 

is the longest running international arts festival in Australia and Western Australia’s premier 

cultural event. The Festival has developed a worldwide reputation for excellence in its 

international program, the presentation of new works and the highest quality artistic 

experiences for its audience.  For 60 years the Festival has welcomed to Perth some of the 

world’s greatest living artists and now connects with over 800,000 people each year. 

 

Jonathan Holloway is the Artistic Director 2012-2015.  
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